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Redeployment meeting defined options as
go home or go to jail

Power outages traced to friendly electrician
doing Tesla like experiments

The recent prolonged power outages were traced
back to Dylan, one of Cohort 4’s favorite members
who studied advanced physics along with his
electrical degree. His seemingly harmless fusion
experiments patched together in a corner of the
shop were enough to trigger a complete shutdown
of the power grid, much like his hero, Nikola Tesla
used to do to the city of Colorado Springs in 1899.

The recent mandatory meeting for redeployment
made it clear that if you chose to enjoy the New
Zealand countryside after arriving in Christchurch
instead of taking the next flight home, you would be
reported to immigration as a terrorist and could plan
to spend the rest of your free time on the run. Other
issues addressed included the warm reminder that
the program would not reimburse any Covid testing
that might be required by your home country. But
when the CDC announced an hour later that all
travelers to the US would require a negative test
within 72 hours of boarding an international flight,
HR miraculously had a change of heart and pledged
to support all workers like close family members.
New flossing campaign in the dental suite
results in a run on floss in the McM store

Politically toned memo warns against using
political statements or clothing

A recent memo from the top brass attempted to
raise the bar of hypocrisy to a new level by
claiming your opinion matters but keep it to
yourself. A thinly veiled addition was that
subcontractors are not obligated to follow those
guidelines unless they want to keep their job.

As signatures on the weekly sign-up sheet for
dental cleanings reached a fever pitch, respondents
realized that their pathetic flossing habits would no
longer be tolerated by Bob and Marisa once they
gazed upon the new ceiling poster. As a result, floss
sales at the store have been up 750% in the last
week, resulting in a handsome commission for the
hard working duo that should easily cover a first
class upgrade for the trip home.

